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Abstract: Within-class spectral variation and between-class spectral confusion in remotely sensed
imagery degrades the performance of built-up area detection when using planar texture, shape,
and spectral features. Terrain slopes and building heights extracted from auxiliary data, such as
Digital Surface Models (DSMs) however, can improve the results. Stereo imagery incorporates
height information unlike single remotely sensed images. In this study, a new Stereo Pair Disparity
Index (SPDI) for indicating built-up areas is calculated from stereo-extracted disparity information.
Further, a new method of detecting built-up areas from stereo pairs is proposed based on the SPDI,
using disparity information to establish the relationship between two images of a stereo pair.
As shown in the experimental results for two stereo pairs covering different scenes with diverse urban
settings, the SPDI effectively differentiates between built-up and non-built-up areas. Our proposed
method achieves higher accuracy built-up area results from stereo images than the traditional method
for single images, and two other widely-applied DSM-based methods for stereo images. Our approach
is suitable for spaceborne and airborne stereo pairs and triplets. Our research introduces a new
effective height feature (SPDI) for detecting built-up areas from stereo imagery with no need for DSMs.

Keywords: built-up area; stereo image; disparity; height feature; Stereo Pair Disparity Index (SPDI)

1. Introduction

Accurately identifying built-up areas is an essential task for government agencies facing
the complex and ever changing demands of city planning [1–3]. Built-up areas are dynamic
environments, and thus must be periodically monitored [4]. Built-up areas are usually obtained
from remotely sensed imagery using planar texture, shape, and spectral features [5–7], such as
the Pantex [8,9]. Within-class spectral variation and between-class spectral confusion in remotely
sensed imagery however, degrades built-up detection performance [10]; nevertheless, performance
can be increased by using height information from Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data
or stereo imagery. Stereo imagery incorporates both planar and height information. There is no
need for auxiliary height data (e.g., LiDAR data) when detecting built-up areas from stereo imagery.
Moreover, stereo imagery is widely available. It is routinely collected by many satellites with stereo
observation capabilities [11], such as the IKONOS, WorldView-1~4, QuickBird, GeoEye-1, Cartosat-1/2,
Pleiades-HR, ALOS-PRISM, and ZY-3 satellites. Stereo images acquired by these satellites can be used
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to detect built-up areas. Terrain slopes and building heights are calculated from stereo-extracted digital
surface models (DSMs). These measurements are then used to improve built-up area results obtained
by using planar features extracted from Digital Orthophoto Maps (DOMs); themselves produced from
stereo images [10,12–14]. There is no specialized height feature or index for detecting built-up areas at
this time. This study introduces an effective new way to extract height features from stereo imagery to
obtain high-accuracy built-up area identification results.

1.1. Planar Features Used for Detecting Built-Up Areas

In remotely sensed imagery, spectral, shape, and texture features extracted from built-up areas
differ from those extracted from non-built-up areas [15]. Built-up areas have a unique spectral response
in remotely sensed imagery. Several of these spectral features have been proposed to detect built-up
areas from moderate-resolution multispectral imagery. In [16], a Normalized Difference Built-up
Index (NDBI) is derived from band 4 and band 5 of Landsat TM imagery, and used together with a
re-coded Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to obtain built-up areas. In [17], the NDBI
is improved by using a semiautomatic segmentation approach, achieving lower commission error.
In [18], the Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI), the Modified Normalized Difference Water Index
(MNDWI), and the NDBI represent three major components of urban areas; vegetation, water, and
built-up land, and are used to construct the Index-based Built-up Index (IBI). The IBI significantly
enhances the built-up area detection performance from Landsat ETM+ imagery, effectively suppressing
background noise. A comparison of these built-up spectral indexes shows that the IBI achieves notably
higher accuracy [19].

Several shape or local features can be extracted from high-resolution panchromatic imagery for
detecting built-up areas. Many man-made objects (e.g., buildings) in built-up areas have abundant
angular points and regular shapes. In [20], SIFT keypoints [21] are represented as vertexes of a graph,
while spatial distance and intensity values lead to edges of the graph. The graph is then used to
achieve built-up areas from high-resolution panchromatic imagery using a novel multiple subgraph
matching method. In [22], local feature points obtained using Gabor filtering form a spatial voting
matrix. The matrix is then used to detect built-up areas from an aerial or satellite image using
an optimum decision-making approach. In [23], feature points obtained from aerial images using
an improved Harris detector are used to detect built-up areas with an improved orientation-sensitive
voting technique. In [24], corners obtained from multiple satellite images using an improved Harris
detector are used to detect built-up areas with two components: a likelihood-function-based approach
for obtaining candidate results, and an unsupervised clustering algorithm for obtaining final results.
In [25], a density map for a satellite image is created using a sparse Harris corner voting approach,
and then the map is segmented by Cauchy graph embedding optimization to obtain built-up areas.
Line segments extracted from remotely sensed imagery can also be used to detect built-up areas, with
higher detection accuracy [15]. In [26], a set of measures based on straight lines (e.g., length, contrast,
orientation, periodicity, and location) are used to assess land development levels in high-resolution
panchromatic satellite images, obtaining urban areas using a parametric or nonparametric classifier.
In [27], straight line segments extracted from satellite imagery are represented as vertexes of a graph,
while their spatial relationships are encoded as edges of the graph. A set of graph measures are then
used to extract suburban-style residential areas.

Several texture features can be extracted from high-resolution multispectral or panchromatic
imagery for detecting built-up areas. Man-made objects (e.g., buildings) in built-up areas have
abundant texture shapes. In [8], a texture-derived built-up presence index (Pantex) is calculated
from a panchromatic image based on fuzzy rule-based composition of the Gray-Level Co-occurrence
Matrix (GLCM). The Pantex can be used alone with a simple threshold, and can be used together with
a morphological Differential Attribute Profile (DAP) to obtain built-up areas [6,8,9]. The Morphological
Building/Shadow Index (MBI/MSI) [28] can be used to detect built-up areas from high-resolution
multispectral imagery. In [15], a comparison of several features shows that the Pantex, the histogram
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of oriented gradients, lacunarity, and textons are very consistent predictors for classifying formal and
informal neighborhoods. Texture features can be used together with spectral and shape features
to achieve accurate and robust built-up area detection in different high-resolution multi-sensor
images [15,29]. In [30], multivariate textures are separately extracted using a multivariate variogram,
and then combined with spectral information to obtain built-up areas from multispectral imagery.

These planar spectral, shape, and texture features cannot be easily adopted to achieve
high-accuracy built-up area detection from high-resolution stereo imagery. The performance of
built-up area detection using these planar features is degraded by within-class spectral variation
and between-class spectral confusion in remotely sensed imagery, especially in the high-resolution
panchromatic band [10]. Stereo imagery obtained by some sensors (e.g., Cartosat-1, and WorldView-1)
usually has only the panchromatic band acquired with an off-nadir viewing angle [11]. For the raw
image having an off-nadir viewing angle, the built-up area detection performance of these features may
degrade, since they initially apply to nadir or near-nadir remotely sensed imagery [6]. For the DOM
generated from stereo imagery, the performance of these features may also become degraded as a result
of resampling processing during DOM production [11]. Incorporating auxiliary information such as
height, might improve building detection results.

1.2. Built-Up Area Detection Methods Using Height Information

The data sources of height information used for detecting built-up areas from remotely sensed
imagery can be divided into two categories: auxiliary data, and the image itself. The auxiliary data may
contain terrain height alone (e.g., STRM-DEM), or contain both terrain and object heights (e.g., LiDAR
data, DSMs). In [31,32], terrain slopes were calculated from STRM-DEM, and then used to improve
the built-up area detection results obtained by spectral and textural features. The performance gain
was low, since building heights were not used for built-up area detection. Terrain slopes and building
heights were calculated from LiDAR data [33,34] or open DSMs (e.g., ALOS World 3D-30m [35]),
and then used to improve the built-up area detection results. The performance gain was higher due to
the use of building heights. However, the accuracy of calculated terrain slopes and building heights
is compromised when separating terrain and buildings [36,37], and in turn, influences the accuracy of
built-up area detection. Moreover, the auxiliary data must be acquired around the same time as image
acquisition. Otherwise, built-up area detection accuracy will be compromised.

Height information used for detecting built-up areas can be obtained from remotely sensed
imagery itself, such as images containing building shadows, or stereo imagery. In [28,38], buildings
and their shadows are detected using MBI and MSI, and then used to detect built-up areas from general
remotely sensed imagery. Stereo imagery consists of two or three images having different viewing
angles, and thus can be used to produce height information (e.g., DSMs, and disparity images) by
image matching. Existing methods for detecting built-up areas from stereo imagery usually first create
DSMs and DOMs from the stereo imagery. Then, terrain slopes and building heights extracted from
a DSM are used to improve built-up area results obtained by using planar features extracted from
a DOM [12,39]. The built-up area identification results cannot be superimposed on the raw stereo
imagery for display during evaluation [40–42]. These methods do not take full advantage of images
with different viewing angles of stereo imagery, since these images are only used to produce DSMs
and DOMs. The same built-up area looks different in images collected from different viewing angles.
The disclosure of the difference and the relationship of the same built-up area among these images will
be helpful for obtaining high-accuracy built-up areas, as our research shows.

1.3. Objective of This Paper

In this study, a new Stereo Pair Disparity Index (SPDI) effective for indicating built-up areas
is calculated from stereo-extracted disparity information. Furthermore, a new method of detecting
built-up areas from high-resolution stereo imagery based on the SPDI is proposed that establishes
the relationship between images having different viewing angles, using disparity information.
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High-accuracy built-up area identification results are obtained from these images, and the results can
be superimposed on images for evaluation and verification in production work.

2. Methodology

The flowchart of the proposed method of detecting built-up areas from a stereo pair using
disparity information is shown in Figure 1. Two disparity images are first produced from a stereo pair.
An SPDI image is generated from a disparity image, and then used to detect raw built-up areas for
the corresponding raw image in the stereo pair. For a stereo pair, the raw built-up area identification
results for the two constituent images are obtained separately, and thus may be inconsistent. The final
consistent built-up areas derived from these intermediate results are realized by linking the images
using disparity information. These built-up area identification results are evaluated with ground truth
data, and a SPDI comparison between built-up and non-built-up areas.
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2.1. Disparity Image Production

Two disparity images are produced from a stereo pair as follows. An epipolar stereo pair
is generated from the raw stereo pair [43,44]. One epipolar image is designated as the reference image,
while the other is considered as a secondary image. For a pixel in the former, its homonymous pixel
in the latter is obtained in the same row using the semi-global matching method [45,46]. When pixels
fail to match, they are filled using a fast marching inpainting method [47]. A disparity image
that can be superposed on the reference image is created. If the reference image and a secondary
image are exchanged, then the disparity image for the other image is also obtained. In this way,
two disparity images in epipolar projection are generated, and can be superposed on the two epipolar
images, respectively. Furthermore, for two homonymous pixels belonging to above-ground objects
(e.g., buildings) in the two disparity images, one pixel has a larger disparity value than the surrounding
area in one of the disparity images, while the other pixel has a smaller disparity value in the other,
complementary disparity image [45]. For the latter disparity image, the disparity value of each pixel
is negated, creating a new disparity image.

2.2. Stereo Pair Disparity Index (SPDI) Image Production

An SPDI image is produced from a disparity image. The flowchart of SPDI image production
is shown in Figure 2. In a disparity image, the gradient usually changes around the boundary of
buildings. For a pixel in the disparity image, the SPDI is calculated based on gradients around the target
pixel. Since the gradient is relevant to the specified displacement vector, a series of displacement
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vectors are first defined. A Disparity Gradient Index (DGI) image is created from the disparity image
based on a specified displacement vector. The DGI image production procedure is shown in the right
part of Figure 2, and will be described in detail in the following subsection. Several DGI images
are created for the same disparity image with the defined displacement vectors in turn. Finally,
an SPDI image is generated from these DGI images.
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2.2.1. Definition of Displacement Vectors

Eight displacement vectors used for disparity gradient calculation and DGI image production
are illustrated in Figure 3. The vector value (∆x, ∆y) is given below each displacement vector.
The upper four displacement vectors have the same displacement size (one), while the lower
four displacement vectors also have the same displacement size (two). If a displacement vector
is rotated by 180 degrees, the new displacement vector is equivalent to the raw displacement vector
in the gradient calculation. Therefore, only half of all potential displacement vectors of a displacement
size are necessary for analysis.
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2.2.2. DGI Image Production Based on a Displacement Vector

The procedure for producing a DGI image from a disparity image using a specified displacement
vector is as shown in the right part of Figure 2. The disparity gradient value of a pixel (i, j) is calculated
with a specified displacement vector (∆x, ∆y) as Equation (1).

DG(i, j) = d(i + ∆x, j + ∆y)− d(i, j), (1)
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A disparity gradient image is created by calculating the gradient for all pixels in the disparity
image. Then, the disparity gradient image is decomposed into numerous Profile Lines (PLs) using
the specified displacement vector. For each PL, a number of Interesting Line Segments (ILSs)
are obtained. The index of each ILS on the PL is calculated, and refined using adjacent PLs.
Finally, a DGI image is created based on the index of ILSs on all PLs.

Obtaining PLs from a Disparity Gradient Image

Numerous PLs are generated by decomposing the disparity gradient image with the specified
displacement vector (∆x, ∆y). The equation of a PL is determined as Equation (2).

∆y× x + ∆x× y + c = 0, (2)

where, c is the parameter of the equation. The range of c is determined by the four corners in the image,
whose coordinates are (0, 0), (0, col− 1), (row− 1, 0), and (row− 1, col− 1), respectively. Using the four
corners, four c values are obtained, and labeled as ccor1, ccor2, ccor3, and ccor4. Then, the union of these
PLs is determined based on the four c values, as Equation (3).

ULines = { Lk|Lk : ∆y× x + ∆x× y + ck = 0, cmin ≤ ck ≤ cmax} , (3)

where, cmax = max(ccor1, ccor2, ccor3, ccor4), cmin = min(ccor1, ccor2, ccor3, ccor4). The total number of
the obtained PLs is calculated as Equation (4).

numL = 1 + cmax − cmin, (4)

For each PL, its points are determined by its PL equation. The first point (xk0, yk0) in the kth PL
is decided by the specified ck as in Equation (2). Then, other points on the PL are obtained with the PL
equation. The point union of the PL is as Equation (5).

UPoints(k) = {(i, j)|(i, j) = (xk0 + ∆x× p, yk0 + ∆y× p), 0 ≤ i ≤ col − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ row− 1, p ∈ N}, (5)

Figure 4 illustrates how PLs are obtained from a disparity gradient image. The Figure 4 a–d show
PLs obtained from the same disparity gradient image using four same sized displacement vectors.
The blue arrow is the displacement vector, while the red dotted lines with directional arrows are PLs
corresponding to the given equations.
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Obtaining ILSs in a PL

The pixels with large gradient changes are chosen as interesting points in order to obtain the ILS.
The interesting points on the kth PL are obtained as Equation (6).

UItspoints(k) = { (i, j)|(i, j) ∈ Upoints(k), abs(DG(i, j)) ≥ tg} , (6)

where, tg is the threshold of absolute disparity gradient value, and set referring to height. The disparity
value of a pixel indicates its height [48], as Equation (7).

d =
B
H
× 1

L
× h, (7)

where, B/H is the base-height-ratio of a stereo pair that is used to produce the disparity image [49,50],
L is the ground sample distance. A disparity d is obtained with a threshold height h (e.g., 3 m) through
Equation (7), and then used as tg. The setting of tg determines the interesting points. The interesting
point number decreases with the increase of tg. In Figure 5c, four interesting points are obtained when
tg is set at 6, which corresponds to the two blue dotted lines.
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(d) PL with obtained ILSs.

Several ILSs are acquired by matching the selected interesting points on each PL. Two interesting
points on a PL are associated with an above-ground object (e.g., building). For the two points,
one disparity gradient value is positive, while the other is negative. These two matched points
determine a line segment, as shown in Figure 5c. The red circles indicate the interesting points
obtained by thresholds illustrated by the dashed blue lines, while a red dotted line between two
interesting points illustrates the match between them. There are several matched line segments on
each PL. The union of the matched line segments on the kth PL is as Equation (8).

UMatchedLines(k) = {ml(w) = [(i1, j1), (i2, j2) ]| (i1, j1) ∈ UItspoints(k),
(i2, j2) ∈ UItspoints(k), grad(i1, j1) > 0, grad(i2, j2) < 0}

, (8)
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These line segments, however, still rely on the specified displacement vector used for gradient
calculation. Matched line segments are refined with the specified displacement vector separately,
producing the final ILSs. The union of the ILSs obtained on the kth PL is as Equation (9).

UItsLines(k) = { Itsline(w) = [(i1 + ∆x, j1 + ∆y), (i2 + ∆x− 1, j2 + ∆y− 1)]|
ml(w) = [(i1, j1), (i2, j2)], ml(w) ∈ UMatchedLines(k)} , (9)

As shown in Figure 5d, the two red lines are the raw matched line segments, while the two blue
lines are the final ILSs refined with the specified displacement vector. In this way, ILSs on all PLs
are obtained, in turn.

ILS Index Calculation and Refinement

For each obtained ILS, the ILS index is calculated based on the length and the disparity difference
with the surroundings. The influence of ILS length is calculated as Equation (10).

p(length) =


e

length
tl1 −1, length < tl1

1, tl1 ≤ length ≤ tl2

e1− length
tl2 , length > tl2

, (10)

where, the ILS length is calculated from the two end points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), as

length =
√
(x2− x1)2 + (y2− y1)2. The unit of the two parameters, tl1 and tl2, is pixels. The two

parameters are set based on the range of building lengths. If tl1 is set as a very small value while tl2 is as
a set a very large value, p(length) may be overestimated. In contrast, if tl1 is set as a very large value
while tl2 is set as a fewer large value, p(length) may be underestimated. The influence of the disparity
difference with the surroundings is calculated as follows. The difference di f D between the average
disparity value of the ILS AvgDILS and the disparity dsp of a surrounding point in the PL is calculated

as di f D = AvgDILS − dsp. The average disparity value of the ILS is calculated as AvgDILS =
pn
∑

i=1

d(i)
pn ,

where pn is the total number of the points of the ILS, d(i) is the disparity value of the ith point of
the ILS. Then, the influence of the disparity difference di f D of the surrounding point on the ILS index
is calculated as Equation (11).

p(di f D) =


0, di f D < tg

1, tg ≤ di f D ≤ tg2

e1− di f D
tg2 , di f D > tg2

, (11)

where, the two parameters, tg and tg2, have no unit, since they measure difference between two
disparity values whose unit is pixels [48]. They can be set according to the range of disparity values of
buildings, as calculated from building heights in the scene covered by the stereo imagery assisted by
Equation (7); tg is the parameter for obtaining interesting points as in Equation (6). If tg is set as a very
small value while tg2 is set as a very large value, p(di f D) may be overestimated. In contrast, if tg is set
as a very large value while tg2 is set as a fewer large value, p(di f D) may be underestimated. Moreover,
the two points surrounding the two end points of an ILS usually lie on the profile line. For an ILS,
the final influence of the disparity difference p(di f DFinal) on the ILS index is calculated as (12).

p(di f DFinal) = min(p(di f D1), p(di f D2)), (12)

where, p(di f D1) and p(di f D2) are the influence of two surrounding points, respectively. Finally,
the ILS index is calculated as (13).

ILS_Index = p(length)× p(di f DFinal), (13)
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After calculating the index of ILSs on all Profile Lines (PLs), the index of each ILS on a PL is refined
with the help of the two adjacent PLs. The ILSs in built-up areas are gathered, with corresponding
ILSs in the two adjacent PLs. For an ILS, there is a line that passes through the middle point of the ILS,
is perpendicular to the PLs, and intersects with an ILS in an adjacent PL. If an ILS does not meet these
criteria, its DGI value is updated as Equation (14).

ILS_Index = ILS_Index× 0.5, (14)

For instance in Figure 6, ILS1, ILS2, and ILS3 are three ILSs to be refined on the PLi. PLi+1 and
PLi−1 are the two adjacent PLs. The red double circle is the middle point of the three ILSs. The purple
dashed lines are perpendicular to the PLs. The index of ILS3 needs to be updated, while the indexes
for ILS1 and ILS2 need no updating.
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Figure 6. Interesting line segment (ILS) index refinement with adjacent profile lines (PLs).

DGI Image Production Based on ILS Index

A DGI image is created based on the index of ILSs on all PLs. The DGI value of a pixel (i, j)
is assigned the index ILS(w) of the ILS to which the pixel belongs, as Equation (15).

DGI(i, j) =

{
ILS_Index(w), i f (i, j) ∈ ILS(w)

0, else
, (15)

A pixel which does not belong to an ILS is assigned 0. Thus, a DGI image is created for the disparity
image using the specified displacement vector. For a disparity image, eight DGI images are created
with, eight corresponding defined displacement vectors.

2.2.3. SPDI Image Production Based on DGI Images

For a disparity image, an SPDI image is created from the eight generated DGI images. The SPDI
value of a pixel is calculated from DGI values of the pixel in the eight DGI images. Mathematically,
it is calculated as Equation (16).

SPDI(i, j) =
8

∑
t=1

(DGI(i, j)t)

8
, 0 ≤ SPDI(i, j) ≤ 1, (16)

where, DGI(i, j)t is the DGI value calculated with the tth displacement vector. The SPDI values of
all pixels in the disparity image are calculated in this way, creating the SPDI image. The SPDI values
range from 0 to 1, and indicate the probability that a pixel belongs to a built-up area. Pixels with SPDI
values closer to 1 are more likely to belong to built-up areas. The SPDI image is in epipolar projection,
and can be superimposed on the disparity image. For a stereo pair, two SPDI images are produced
from its two disparity images.

2.3. Obtaining Raw Built-Up Areas with SPDI in a Single Image

In a disparity image, an area where pixels with high SPDI values are gathered is likely to
be a built-up area. The threshold between high and low SPDI values is determined by using
a boxplot [51] as reference. The SPDI values; greater than 0, are sorted from the least to the greatest,
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creating a ranking list. Then, the threshold Spdi_b is automatically determined as in Equation (17)
without the need for human intervention.

Spdi_b =
1

MIN
b=0
{b|Q1(b)− (Q3(b)−Q1(b))× 1.5 > 0}, (17)

where, b is a value used to create a sublist from the ranking list by picking out SPDI values greater than
the value b. The first quartile Q1(b) is the 25th percentile in the sublist, while the third quartile Q3(b)
is the 75th percentile. The threshold Spdi_b is the minimum of all b values meeting the requirements
of equation Equation (17).

Once the threshold is determined, the pixels whose SPDI values are greater than the threshold
are selected as pixels belonging to built-up areas. Based on these pixels, built-up areas are identified
using the Voronoi-based method [52]. Pixels with few neighboring pixels are first deleted,
and the remaining pixels are triangulated, and are used to create a border polygon. The border polygon
is used as a boundary for built-up area identification results as determined from the disparity image.
The built-up area identification results are also results for the epipolar image used as the reference
image when producing the disparity image.

2.4. Obtaining Final Built-Up Areas in a Stereo Pair

Built-up area results for an epipolar stereo pair are derived from the raw results obtained
separately from the two corresponding epipolar images. For the two epipolar images, the raw
results must be consistent since they cover the same scene, instead they may in fact be inconsistent.
Considering that the areas supported by both images are likely to be true built-up areas, the raw
results of the two images are fused to obtain consistent and credible results. However, these results
cannot be directly superimposed given the disparity between the homonymous points, and thus
cannot be immediately fused unless they are aligned by transforming the results from one image into
the other image with the help of disparity images. The transformation need not be applied to all pixels
in the results, but the transformation must be applied to the boundary pixels in the secondary image,
determining new boundary pixels in the reference image. The transformation between homonymous
points is illustrated in Figure 7. d1 and d2 are disparity values of the homonymous points. The values
X1 and X2 are the raw column numbers, while X1′ and X2′ are the calculated column numbers. Then,
the aligned raw results in the two images are overlaid to determine consistent and credible built-up
area results for the epipolar stereo pair.
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Figure 7. Location transformation between homonymous points in an epipolar stereo pair.

Final built-up area identification results in geographical projection are created for the raw stereo
pair. Results for the epipolar stereo pair cannot be immediately superposed on the raw stereo pair;
as the epipolar stereo pair is in epipolar projection, while the raw stereo pair is in geographical
projection. Results for the raw stereo pair are obtained when results for the epipolar stereo pair
are transformed into a geographical projection [43,44].
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2.5. SPDI Comparison

SPDI values are evaluated through the comparison of SPDI value distribution between built-up
and non-built-up areas. In an SPDI image, when an SPDI value is specified as the threshold, the pixels
whose SPDI values are no greater than the threshold are determined. The percentages of the pixels
belonging to built-up and non-built-up areas are calculated as in Equations (18) and (19), respectively.

PerBUspdi_t =
|∪ (i, j)|0 < SPDI(i, j) ≤ spdi_t, (i, j) ∈ BuArea |

TN
, (18)

PerNBUspdi_t =
|∪ (i, j)|0 < SPDI(i, j) ≤ spdi_t, (i, j) ∈ NbuArea |

TN
, (19)

where, spdi_t is the threshold, which ranges from 0 to 1, and TN is the total number of pixels in the SPDI
image. The terms BuArea and NbuArea refer to built-up and non-built-up areas, respectively.
The pixels having zero (0) SPDI value are not included in calculations; as some pixels having zero (0)
SPDI values may be in non-built-up areas, or may be in built-up areas (e.g., gaps between buildings).
Then, the percentage of the pixels belonging to built-up and non-built-up areas is compared between
them. During the comparison, several thresholds spdi_t can be specified.

SPDI values are empirically evaluated in terms of effectiveness, reliability, and consistency.
SPDI effectiveness, reliability, and consistency rather than the SPDI percentage itself are used to
compare the accuracy of built-up area results for different stereo pairs. SPDI effectiveness is measured by
the difference between SPDI percentages in built-up areas and in non-built-up areas. SPDI effectiveness
increases with an increase of the difference. SPDI reliability is measured by the difference between
SPDI percentages for results and for ground truth data. SPDI reliability declines with an increase of
the difference. SPDI consistency is measured by the percentage difference between two SPDI images of
a stereo pair. SPDI consistency declines with an increase of the difference. Robust SPDI consistency
means that SPDI is not influenced by the image acquisition angles. SPDI effectiveness and reliability
are calculated for a single image, while SPDI consistency is calculated for a stereo pair. For stereo pairs
covering different scenes, the built-up area identification results obtained from them are not comparable
through the use of the SPDI percentage. The SPDI percentage varies with the percentage of built-up
areas and the percentage of building foot print areas in a scene, and thus is related to a specific scene.
In contrast, SPDI effectiveness, reliability, and consistency are unrelated to a specific scene; as they use
the difference between SPDI percentages in built-up areas and in non-built-up areas.

2.6. Accuracy Assessment

The accuracy must be assessed in a stereo pair as a whole rather than in a single image. For a stereo
pair, its accuracy Accuracypair is calculated based on the accuracy that is separately calculated in its
two images, Accuracy1 and Accuracy2, as Equation (20).

Accuracypair =
Accuracy1 × cos(LA1) + Accuracy2 × cos(LA2)

cos(LA1) + cos(LA2)
, (20)

where, LA1 and LA2 are off-nadir looking angles of the two images, respectively. The accuracy
in the equation can be detection percentage, branch factor [53,54], or kappa coefficient [9]. A large
detection percentage or kappa coefficient, or a small branch factor means that built-up area identification
results have high accuracy.

3. Results

3.1. Study Data

Two stereo pairs acquired separately by the Pleiades-1A and WorldView-1 satellite sensors
were used in our experiments, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. The first scene covered by stereo
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pair 1 is located in Williamstown, Melbourne, Australia, as shown in Figure 8. The second scene
covered by stereo pair 2 is located in Terrassa, Catalonia, Spain, as shown in Figure 9. The two
scenes differ from each other over the shape and structure of built-up areas. In the first scene,
built-up areas consist of high-density small-size residential buildings, medium-sized factory buildings,
and chimneys. There are high-density tall trees adjacent to built-up areas, as shown in the top left
corner of Figure 8. In the second scene, built-up areas consist of high-density small-size residential
buildings and large-sized industrial and commercial buildings. The characteristics of the two stereo
pairs also differ from each other, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of two stereo pairs.

Characteristics
Stereo Pair 1 Stereo Pair 2

Image 1 Image 2 Image 1 Image 2

Sensor name Pleiades-1A Worldview-1
Acquisition date 25 February 2012 29 August 2008
Acquisition time 00:25:32 00:26:27 10:51:12 10:50:27

Radiometric resolution 8 bits 8 bits 11 bits 11 bits
Ground sample distance (GSD) 0.5 m 0.5 m 0.51 m 0.66 m

Sun azimuth 54.0◦ 53.7◦ 152.8◦ 152.5◦

Sun elevation 49.6◦ 49.7◦ 55.0◦ 54.9◦

Satellite azimuth 2.7◦ 185.0◦ 256.2◦ 7.6◦

Satellite elevation 73.9◦ 73.8◦ 85.9◦ 55.0◦

Off-nadir view angle 16.2◦ 16.5◦ 4◦ 33◦

Convergence angle 32.3◦ 36.7◦

Base-height-ratio 0.57 0.77

3.2. Experimental Setting

Our built-up area identification method was compared with a method for single remotely sensing
images, and two methods for stereo images. The method based on a planar feature (Gabor) for single
images [22] was chosen for comparison because of its outstanding performance. The two methods
for stereo images use a height feature alone (nDSM) [36], and a combination of height and planar
features [13], respectively. Our method was fused at the decision level with a method using a planar
feature (Gabor) [22] in order to be fairly compared with the method [13]. The ground truth of built-up
areas in our study was obtained by manually outlining the built-up area boundary from the two
stereo pairs.

The implementation of our method was divided into two parts. The first part concerning
epipolar image production, and the transformation between the epipolar and geographical projection
was implemented with ENVI 5.1 and IDL 8.3. The second part concerning SPDI calculations,
and built-up area identification was implemented with Visual Studio 2010 and OpenCV 2.4.4.

The experimental parameters for the two stereo pairs were set according to the scenes in the
study areas. As can be seen from Figures 8 and 9, most buildings in stereo pair 1 are small and short
with little disparity between the roof and footprint, while most buildings in stereo pair 2 are larger
and higher. Therefore, parameters related to building footprint size tl1 and tl2 for stereo pair 2 were
greater than that for stereo pair 1. The two parameters were set to 2 pixels and 60 pixels respectively
for the stereo pair 1, but 6 pixels and 80 pixels for the stereo pair 2. Moreover, parameters related to
disparity threshold tg and tg2 for stereo pair 2 were also greater than that for stereo pair 1. The two
parameters were set to 20 and 160 respectively for the stereo pair 1, but 50 and 300 for the stereo pair 2.

3.3. Results and Accuracy

The built-up area identification results from the two stereo pairs are shown in subfigures a–e of
Figures 10 and 11. Light pixels indicate large disparity values in subfigure a, while dark pixels indicate
large SPDI values in subfigure b of Figures 10 and 11. Areas filled with pale blue color in subfigures
c and d of Figures 10 and 11 are SPDI-based built-up area results superposed on SPDI image and
Image 1 of the stereo pair, respectively. As can be seen from subfigures a–c of Figures 10 and 11, pixels
of buildings usually have larger disparity values than the surroundings, have large SPDI values,
and are in built-up areas. Some pixels of above-ground non-buildings (e.g., trees) also have larger
disparity values than the surroundings and large SPDI values. For instance, trees in the upper-left
corner of Figure 10 and the upper-right corner of Figure 11 have large SPDI values, resulting in false
built-up area identification results as shown in subfigure d of Figures 10 and 11. The method consumed
about 420 s for stereo pair 1, and 360 s for stereo pair 2, which was comparable with the time of
manually delineating the ground truth. Besides, the built-up area identification results are improved
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when SPDI is combined with a planar feature (Gabor) during built-up area detection, as shown
in subfigure e of Figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10. Results for stereo pair 1. (a) Disparity image. (b) SPDI image. (c,d) SPDI-based built-up
area results superposed on SPDI image and Image 1 of the stereo pair, respectively. (e) Built-up area
results obtained using the combination of SPDI and Gabor. (f–h) Built-up area results obtained using
the methods [22], [36], and [13], respectively. (i) Ground truth map.

Built-up area results obtained from a single image using the method [22] are shown in subfigure f
of Figures 10 and 11. The used single image was the Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM) produced from
the corresponding stereo pair used in our study. Some building pixels may not all be in the identified
built-up areas. Especially in stereo pair 2, some large buildings with flat, single color roofs were not
identified as built-up areas. The identified built-up areas were more fragmentary than our method,
especially for stereo pair 2.
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Built-up area results obtained from stereo pairs using the methods [36], and [13] are shown
in subfigures g and h of Figures 10 and 11, respectively. There were some false built-up areas for
the method [36] using a height feature alone, such as areas in the bottom center part of subfigure g
in Figure 10 and the right part of subfigure g in Figure 11. These false built-up areas were much more
than that obtained with our method based on SPDI. Moreover, built-up area results were improved
by the method [13] using a combination of height and planar features, as shown in subfigure h of
Figures 10 and 11. The results were very similar to those obtained by our method of combining
SPDI and Gabor features. However, our method obtained better results in some areas, such as dense
train roads in the right center part of subfigure e in Figure 10. The built-up area identification results
obtained by our method and these compared methods were a subset of the ground truth of built-up
areas, not including areas comprised of wide roads with poor texture.
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Table 2 shows the accuracy results of five built-up area identification methods. For stereo
pair 1, our two methods, SPDI alone, and SPDI and Gabor for stereo images, achieved a higher
detection percentage and kappa coefficient than that for single images [22]. When compared
with the methods [36] and [13] for stereo images, our two methods also achieved higher accuracy.
Among the five methods, our two methods achieved the highest detection percentage (0.84 and 0.86)
and kappa coefficient (0.71 and 0.75), with a low branch factor (0.04 and 0.03). For stereo pair 2, our two
methods also achieved good accuracy results. The method [22] for single images, achieved the lowest
branch factor, but also lowest detection percentage and kappa coefficient. Our SPDI-based achieved
a litter high branch factor (0.12), while the method based on nDSM [36] achieved a much higher branch
factor (0.18). When height and planar features were combined to detect built-up areas, the branch
factor was significantly reduced by our method and the method [13], achieving highest detection
percentage (0.81 and 0.79) and kappa coefficient (0.87 and 0.85) among five methods. On the whole,
the accuracy of stereo pair 1 was higher than the accuracy of stereo pair 2.

Table 2. Accuracy results of five built-up area identification methods.

Study Data Accuracy SPDI SPDI & Gabor Method [22] Method [36] Method [13]

stereo pair 1
detection percentage 0.84 0.86 0.75 0.70 0.76

branch factor 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.01
kappa coefficient 0.71 0.75 0.63 0.55 0.66

stereo pair 2
detection percentage 0.69 0.81 0.56 0.71 0.79

branch factor 0.12 0.04 0.01 0.18 0.04
kappa coefficient 0.76 0.87 0.69 0.74 0.85

3.4. SPDI Comparison

As can be seen from b of Figures 10 and 11, SPDI values in built-up and non-built-up areas
vary significantly. Most of the pixels with high SPDI values were in built-up areas, while the pixels
in non-built-up areas rarely had high SPDI values. For instance, rectangular and complex buildings,
and circular chimneys in built-up areas in Figure 10 had high SPDI values. In built-up areas, some pixels
of buildings, and gaps between buildings had zero (0) SPDI value. In non-built-up areas, some pixels
of non-buildings, such as tall trees and highway overpasses, had high SPDI values.

For the two stereo pairs, SPDI comparisons are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.
In the legend, “BU” and “NBU” indicate the SPDI percentage in built-up and non-built-up areas,
respectively. “Truth” and “Result” indicate the SPDI percentage in ground truth and identification
results, respectively. “1” and “2” indicate the SPDI percentage in Image 1 and Image 2, respectively.
The values on the horizontal axis are the specified thresholds for calculation of the SPDI percentage.
Ten thresholds were specified for SPDI comparisons, ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 with a step of 0.1. For each
threshold, the percentages of the SPDI values were calculated for the true and identified built-up and
non-built-up areas, respectively for two images, for a total of four bins and eight values.

As can be seen from Figures 12 and 13, SPDI percentages in identified built-up areas were larger
than that in non-built-up areas at ten thresholds. The sum of percentage in built-up and non-built-up
areas was not 100% even when the threshold is the maximum SPDI value (1.0). This is because pixels
having zero (0) SPDI value were not included in the calculation. The maximum difference between
SPDI percentages in identified built-up areas and in non-built-up areas was 25.2% for stereo pair 1,
and 35.0% for stereo pair 2; thus, the SPDI has robust effectiveness because of these large differences.
The maximum difference between SPDI percentages for the identified built-up area results and for
the ground truth data was 0.5% for stereo pair 1, and 3.7% for stereo pair 2; thus, the SPDI has robust
reliability because of these small differences. The maximum difference between SPDI percentages
in Image 1 and in Image 2 was 0.7% for stereo pair 1, and 1.7% for stereo pair 2; thus, the SPDI has
robust consistency because of these small differences. The maximum percentage of areas identified as
non-built-up and the percentage differences were lower in stereo pair 1 than stereo pair 2. Therefore,
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areas identified as built-up in stereo pair 1 were more accurate than those in stereo pair 2. This aligns
with the accuracy comparison of the two stereo pairs.Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 633  17 of 22 
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4. Discussion

4.1. Performance Analysis of SPDI Indicating Built-Up Areas in Stereo Images

The proposed SPDI is a new effective height feature indicating built-up areas in stereo imagery.
As shown in the experimental results for two stereo pairs covering different scenes with diverse
urban settings, the SPDI effectively differentiates between built-up and non-built-up areas. The SPDI
delivers a robust effectiveness measure, since the difference between SPDI percentages in built-up
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areas and in non-built-up areas was very large. Given that the difference between SPDI percentages
for results and for ground truth data was very small, the SPDI delivers a robust reliability measure.
The percentage difference between two SPDI images of a stereo pair was very small, and therefore
the SPDI delivers a robust consistency measure. In future research, the SPDI will be extensively tested
on more stereo images covering different scenes in more diverse urban settings (e.g., build shape,
spatial pattern, land use), including forested areas within or adjacent to urban areas, and hilly areas
with dense and high slopes. In these circumstances, it may be very challenging to calculate correct
disparity gradient values, detect meaningful interesting line segments, and obtain unaffected SPDI
values. In these instances, planar shape, texture, and spectral features (e.g., Gabor [22]) can be used
together with the SPDI so as to achieve higher accuracy of built-up areas.

The SPDI still has some limitations, and will be improved in the future. As can be seen from
Figures 10 and 11, the SPDI performance seems to vary with land cover or land use types. Some pixels
of large buildings have zero (0) SPDI values, since some meaningful interesting points are missed
or mismatched during SPDI calculation. Some pixels for non-building objects (e.g., tall trees, and
highway overpasses) have high SPDI values, since some meaningless interesting points were detected
and then mismatched during SPDI calculation. SPDI values of these kinds of pixels will be improved
by determining more appropriate parameters for SPDI calculations. They can be set based on the range
of building heights and lengths in a specified scene, or set based on the heights and lengths of most
buildings in a region to apply to all scenes. These pixels likely have little effect on identifying built-up
areas, since only neighboring pixels with high SPDI values are significant in the process. Furthermore,
the computational efficiency and automation of SPDI calculation will be promoted.

The SPDI has some advantages compared with existing planar and height features used for
detecting built-up areas. The SPDI does not suffer from the influence of within-class spectral
variation and between-class spectral confusion in remotely sensing imagery [10], which degrades
the performance of built-up area detection when using planar texture, shape, and spectral features
(e.g., Gabor [22]). The SPDI calculation considers the disparity gradient unlike terrain slopes, building
heights or nDSM [34]. Moreover, the SPDI calculation needs no orthorectification processing on raw
images of stereo imagery. Thus, the SPDI can be integrated with planar features extracted from raw
images to improve built-up area detection accuracy. The SPDI calculation does not make assumptions
about object shapes, and therefore the SPDI is suitable for both regular and irregular objects. The SPDI
could be extended to detect individual buildings with their footprint borders.

4.2. Performance Analysis of Stereo Images for Built-Up Area Detection

Stereo images have an advantage over single remotely sensed images when they are used
to detect built-up areas. Stereo images contain inherent height information unlike single images.
Experimental results for two stereo pairs show that our methods achieve higher accuracy of built-up
area identification results than the traditional method [22] for single images. In single images,
within-class spectral variation and between-class spectral confusion degrades built-up detection
performance when using planar features [10] (e.g., Gabor [22]). The performance can be increased
by using height information achieved from auxiliary height data (e.g., LiDAR data). The auxiliary
data must be acquired around the same time as image acquisition. Otherwise, built-up area detection
accuracy will be compromised. In contrast, stereo imagery incorporates both planar and height
information. There is no need to require auxiliary height data when detecting built-up areas from
stereo imagery. For both high-resolution stereo images and single images, built-up area identification
results may not include areas comprised of wide roads with poor texture. A combination of height and
planar features could improve the accuracy of built-up area identification results.

Our study introduces a new method of detecting built-up areas from stereo images using
stereo-extracted disparity information. There is no need to produce DSMs, which are required by
existing methods of detecting built-up areas from stereo images [13,36]. Experimental results for two
stereo pairs show that our methods achieve higher accuracy of built-up area identification results than
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two other widely-applied DSM-based methods [13,36]. The disparity information is used not only to
calculate SPDI values, but also to align raw inconsistent built-up areas detected separately from two
images of a stereo pair, achieving consistent and reliable built-up area results. Given the significance
of disparity information for our study, the accuracy of stereo-extracted disparity images needs to
be evaluated if the ground truth data are available. Disparity images can be generated with the
state-of-art epipolar image production method and image matching method.

Our method applies to stereo pairs and triplets acquired by spaceborne or airborne sensors.
Although our method is designed for stereo pairs, it is also suitable for stereo triplets by establishing
two stereo pairs with a conjunct image. Our method uses a pair-wise matching method for stereo
pairs, and can be improved with multiview matching [55] so as to be more suitable for stereo triplets.
Our method also applies to heterotype stereo images comprising of two or three images acquired by
different sensors or at different time. However, our method may achieve a lower accuracy of built-up
area identification results for heterotype stereo images than homotype stereo images, since heterotype
stereo images have a lower accuracy of image matching [49].

5. Conclusions

A new Stereo Pair Disparity Index (SPDI) for indicating built-up areas in high-resolution stereo
images was calculated from stereo-extracted disparity information. As shown in the experimental
results for two stereo pairs covering different scenes with diverse urban settings, the SPDI effectively
differentiates between built-up and non-built-up areas. The SPDI does not suffer from the influence of
within-class spectral variation and between-class spectral confusion, unlike planar texture, shape, and
spectral features. Further, a new method of detecting built-up areas from stereo pairs is proposed based
on the SPDI, using disparity information to establish the relationship between two images of a stereo
pair. As shown in the experimental results for two stereo pairs, our method achieves higher accuracy
built-up area results from stereo images than the traditional method for single images, and two other
widely-applied DSM-based methods for stereo images. Our approach is suitable for spaceborne
and airborne stereo pairs and triplets. Our research introduces a new effective height feature (SPDI)
for detecting built-up areas from stereo imagery with no need for DSMs. In the future, we will
determine more appropriate parameters in SPDI calculation, improve automation and computational
efficiency, and combine more planar features to achieve higher accuracy of built-up area identification
results, with more extensive testing on more stereo images covering different scenes in more diverse
urban settings.
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